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More and more of what happens in the real world these days generates a vast, ongoing flow of digital 
information, a kind of parallel universe made of data. Now this data has become a valuable new resource 
for business, thanks to "Big Data" analytics. 

The data are "big" in the sense that they comprise a large, complex mass of raw datasets that 
lack any single defined structure or format. In our new digital age, Big Data proliferate from a wide 
variety of Internet technologies, data-sharing smart devices and everyday platforms such as call centers, 
text messages and social media. Through intensive use and constant connectivity, new contents are 
continually generated in all textual, visual and audio formats. This huge variegation, breadth and continuity 
is how Big Data is so different from traditional data types that rely on single datasets collected at a 
given time, such as sales statistics or a customer database. 

Analysis of Big Data can boost a company's potential by uncovering hidden patterns and relationships 
in behaviors and events. Big Data is thus predictive and diagnostic. By contrast, traditional datasets are 
constrained by their structure and therefore of relatively limited usefulness in forecasting. For example, 
a customer survey only represents the customers’ attitudes and intentions, not their actual behavior. 
With Big Data, a company can tap not only its own internal data but also a vast universe of online 
data about factors like customer lifestyle, weather and competition data. This helps analyze existing 
relationships, generate new insights and make accurate predictions. Big Data illuminates consumer 
preferences and tastes to enable new marketing strategies and sales tactics.

EIC's survey of over 60 top firms in Thailand found that more than half have begun to employ Big 
Data, a trend that began within the past three years. Both the service sector and manufacturing 
sector use this tool especially to maximize their sales and marketing potential, e.g., to optimize prices 
and personalize campaigns and promotions. In businesses characterized by high competition and 
relatively similar products, such as telecommunications and real estate, companies can deploy Big Data 
to differentiate their offerings. In manufacturing, makers of electronics, appliances, autos and auto 
parts utilize Big Data to improve productivity.

Big Data are likely to play much bigger role in the Thai private sector during the next three years, 
in line with the global trend for companies to get smarter about consumers, on the one hand, 
and their own operations, on the other. The "smart consumer" concept is about catering to today's 
demanding, digitally immersed consumer.  The "smart company" model is about using Big Data and 
other advanced technologies to enhance manufacturing, service and administrative operations. Our 
survey finds that among the Thai firms that do not already use Big Data, some 70% plan to do so in 
the near future. Gearing up to use this process takes about one to three years, however. On the sales 
and marketing side, companies should develop Big Data analytics to cope with complex consumer 
behavior, high expectations and minimal brand loyalty, as social media ramp up these pressures in the 
marketplace. To improve internal operations, companies should use Big Data to save costs, improve 
productivity and enhance human resources. 
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Formerly easy to please, Thai customers have become highly sophisticated and demanding. EIC 
found that over 80% of Thai consumers now expect that products and services will fit their preferences 
in an optimal way, and they prioritize quality. Yet they have little brand loyalty. Fortunately, Big Data 
can help. Data analytics on signals like images and comments posted on social media, search engine 
keywords, and Internet of things (IoT) data can lead toward strategies that meet individual customer 
needs via personalized marketing, price optimization, cross-selling and so on.

Thai corporates now face pressures from higher operating costs, shrinking productivity, and high 
staff turnover. Once again, data analytics can help. It starts with switching to digital storage of relevant 
data. One example is installing sensors in the assembly in order to collect a large data set, which can 
help prevent defects and enhance productivity. Analyzing data on employees' behavior and interests 
can help identify the best candidates and prolong their tenure. 

EIC believes that the business sectors that are best positioned to take advantage of Big Data 
are retail, transportation & logistics, and telecommunication & media, since they already possess 
an abundance of relevant data and can easily access more. Other companies can get started by 
digitizing their existing data. EIC studied how various Thai business sectors differ in their Big Data 
potential in terms of readiness and benefits. The study examined three indicators: data preparedness, 
potential business benefits, and preparation time. Retail, transport & logistics, and telecom & media 
are in a superior position because they are service-oriented businesses that interact extensively with 
customers. As a result, all the customer data they already collect every day -- e.g., for online purchases, 
GPS, voice calls and mobile internet use -- can be harnessed in sales and marketing strategies that 
constantly refashion products and services to suit emerging needs. Companies that believe they should 
move toward adopting Big Data should embrace digital platforms in order to collect real-time data, 
e.g., by developing the company website, establishing a social-media presence, installing sensors in the 
assembly line, and incorporating external data into internal data for analytical purposes. These digital 
platforms help a company deploy relevant data to stay competitive and grow. 

Businesses are becoming ever more data-driven. But applying Big Data successfully requires clear 
objectives, appropriate data sources and knowledgeable analysts. Entrepreneurs and executives often 
rely on their own experience and instinct when making decisions. But now the abundant availability of 
useful data together with effective analytic tools help minimize personal bias. The key is to select the 
right data, adopt the right thinking process, and use the right analytical tools. But Big Data is not a 
short cut to success. Companies need to aim for long-term sustainable growth, which requires keeping 
ahead of fast-changing trends and adapting strategy proactively.
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Data is becoming the air that business breathes. In the 
era of digitization, vast quantities of information are being 
generated every day, providing a wealth of data on which 
companies can capitalize. The Internet and social media 
have become the primary tools that consumers use to 
communicate, find information about products, compare 
prices, and, increasingly, make purchases. Consumers’ 
everyday activity thus generates an ocean of . So does the 
Internet of things (IoT), the technology that lets smart 
electronic devices connect to the Internet and communicate 
among themselves automatically. Thailand’s leading 
businesses are now starting to adopt the Big Data technology 
that lets them consolidate and understand this information 
so as to improve performance.

A brave new world 
beckons Thai companies

1
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The Evolution 
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generated inside the 
businesses, but in the 
4.0 age, Big Data consists 
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1.1 Understanding Big Data: information in a new age

The term "Big Data” refers to a large volume of information that is diverse, dispersed, formless, 
unstructured and real-time. Big Data are defined by 4 Vs: 1) Volume - the quantity of information is huge, 
requiring high-capacity storage technology. 2) Variety - the information features many different types, and 
is sourced from both inside and outside a company. 3) Velocity - the data are generated at a fast pace, so 
they can be used immediately. 4) Veracity - the accuracy of the data has to be verified. Big Data originates 
from sources like call centers, text messages, social media and point-of-sale transaction records. The data 
are thus extensive in reach, which is how they differ from the information that might have been considered 
“Big Data” in the past, which were simply large internal databases that a company might have at a certain 
point in time, such as data on warehouse inventories, product deliveries, financial records or employees. 

New data flow continuously from consumer behavior on smartphones, computers and social media 
as well as from automated communications among networked electronic devices and systems. 
Over 2.5 trillion gigabytes of new data are generated worldwide every day. Online information in the 
form of text, pictures, sound and video is generated instantly by Internet technology and smart devices 
that communicate among themselves. One example is when you use a mobile application to remotely 
control an appliance or view a closed-circuit TV feed of activity in your home.  Another example is 
when a company uses sensors in its factory to collect data from the production line. Social media users 
generate new data whenever they like or share pictures, check in at a location or post comments online.  

The ongoing digitization of business tasks, processes and tools paves the way for accumulating Big 
Data that can be analyzed. A company can start simply by creating a store website or page on social media 
such as Facebook, Instagram or Twitter. It might also consider setting up an email system for customer 
relationship management or marketing. A manufacturer might begin by gradually automating its production 
line, introducing machines into the process and using sensors to scan products during production. This will 
collect data in real time. Soon a tremendous amount of usable business data will be generated.  
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Unlike Big Data, traditional data often have a fixed structure and a clear pattern. But this limits their 
usefulness. Examples of traditional data are a company’s monthly sales data, its number of employees 
in each age group, their gender, and their workplace roles. Since the method of data collection is fixed 
according to a narrow purpose, the information only indicates what is happening, not why. The data 
might show that one brand is outselling another, but they don’t help explain the cause.  Even data from 
surveys and focus groups only reflect subjective opinions and intentions, not actual behavior and actions.  

Big Data tends to involve lots of raw information that appears to lack structure. The key is to use 
appropriate analytical tools to identify patterns hidden in this data, discovering the relationship 
between consumer behavior and surrounding conditions. Nowadays, companies that sell us products 
and services are in a position to know a lot about us as customers.  In the future they’ll know even more. 
Convenience stores and supermarkets will know what types of products each of us likes, which branches 
we visit, and how often. 

An auto manufacturer can track each driver’s behavior via on-board diagnostic devices (OBD). An insurance 
company can use OBD data to determine how much each customer’s premium should cost according to a 
usage-based insurance (UBI) model. The legacy model for policy pricing relies on group factors like gender 
and age to set premiums. This technology also allows the insurer to offer a policy that is personalized 
to the client.  

Another example: a manufacturer of golf clubs can find out where you usually play, and whether you’re 
a pro or an amateur, using information from sensors embedded in the equipment. The company can 
analyze what types of equipment golfers are interested in, which products they’ll buy first and where they 
will buy them.  These insights can be used in developing new designs and materials for clubs of different 
weights and styles. It can also help in determining the right sales channels to reach the target customers. 

The Big Data difference is not mere bigness but 
meaning. Big Data is diagnostic and predictive. 
Given today’s fiercely competitive marketplace, a 
company can’t form effective strategy by relying 
only on its own internal data.  Success requires 
extracting intelligence from the far-flung Big Data 
scattered around the web, including information 
on consumers’ lifestyles, the weather, road traffic, 
even comments on competitors’ products. Using Big 
Data analytics, a business can identify relationships 
that help predict market trends, such as consumer 
demand, popular products, and which products are 
bought together. This kind of understanding can 
give a competitive edge.
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1.2 Thai companies are just getting started on Big Data

Many leading Thai corporates are beginning to make 
use of Big Data, but they are still relying primarily 
on their own internal databases. Interviews with 
managers at more than 60 leading Thai companies 
across different industries reveal that over half of the 
firms began using Big Data for business analysis, with 
the earliest having started three years ago. The most 
widely used sources of data are internal databases 
recording sales, profits, inventories, costs and POS 
data, followed by data from mobile applications 
or sensors. So far, real-time data on factors like 
weather, traffic and GPS have been little tapped.  

EIC recommends that companies start using external 
data, such as social media comments, photo posts 
and numbers of likes and views, as well as data from 
their own websites, such as viewing statistics, number 
of clicks, bounce rate, and other real-time data, to 
provide in-depth analysis of customer behavior and 
business efficiency. This will lead to insights that are 
deeper than analysis relying solely on internal data. 

Currently 

using big 

data, 56%Plan to …

Plan to adopt 

after the next 

3 years, 6%

Decided 

not to 

adopt, 

13%

Social media

Company websites

Sensor and IoT

Real-time data

Mobile applications

Internal data
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The adoption of Big Data among Thai companies Relative importance of each Big Data source 

Unit: %

5.05

3.97

3.94

3.92

3.92

2.46

Unit: points (out of 6 )

Leading Thai firms have started using Big Data, but still mostly from internal 
sources1

Source: EIC analysis based on interviews of 62 leading Thai companies in September 2017.



Businesses in highly competitive industries that make standardized products believe that Big Data 
can help differentiate their offerings, while labor-intensive industries want it to lift productivity. 
Industries that provide relatively generic goods and services, such as telecommunications, hospitals, real 
estate, energy and utilities, tend to focus their Big Data analysis on improving their products, creating 
more value-added, and distinguishing themselves from competitors. Industries such as electronics, electrical 
appliances and automotives use Big Data mainly to improve manufacturing productivity. 

Businesses report that the biggest payoff from Big Data is in sales and marketing. Both manufacturing 
and service businesses focus their Big Data analysis mainly on improving sales and marketing strategies, such 
as to help in pricing or to plan promotions for target customers. The second most common application 
is in product development, helping track fast-changing preferences. Manufacturing firms are using Big 
Data analysis to improve production processes and business operations, such as by raising output and 
reducing errors. 
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Many more Thai businesses will join the Big Data bandwagon in the coming three years. Among 
companies not yet using Big Data, 70% said that they will do so in the future, and that they need around 
1-3 years to get going with it. The same group of companies report that they will use Big Data mainly to 
improve sales and marketing, as well as to improve products and services. EIC believes that the industries 
that are most likely to adopt Big Data are wholesale & retail trade, transport & logistics, telecommunication 
and media, thanks to the ready availability of relevant data that can be used for multiple purposes.    

But the remaining 30% of companies said they do not expect to use Big Data in the future. Their top reason 
is lack of Big Data skills and understanding. For example, some said that they don't know about Big Data, 
have never looked into it, and don't know where to start or where to find the data. Other companies said 
that the benefits seem unclear and that existing data are already sufficient.
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Source: EIC analysis based on interviews of 62 leading Thai companies in September 2017. 
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Big Data can improve sales, product R&D and factory productivity3
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EIC believes that the Big Data market in 
Thailand, as measured by service revenue and 
sales of software and hardware, will expand 
by 20% annually, tracking the rise of IoT and 
social media as well as the global uptrend. 
There are two important growth drivers: (1) 
demand for Big Data analysis from companies and 
(2) growth of IoT and social media in Thailand, 
which are fast generating a gold mine of useful 
data. Thailand ranks among the world’s top 10 
societies in use of social media. EIC estimates that 
the spending on Big Data in Thailand will surge 
from 6.5 billion baht in 2017 to 13.2 billion baht in 
2022, or 20% average annual growth. The biggest 
share of growth will go to fees and salaries for 
Big Data professionals as well as sales of data. 
Both raw data and value-added content, such as 
processed social media messages, will be sold via 
business contract and/or exchanged via business 
partnerships. 

Source: EIC analysis based on data from interviews of 62 leading Thai companies in September 2017. 

Factors impeding use of Big Data 

Unit: points (out of 4)
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Source: EIC analysis based on data from information from Thoth Social, Wikibon and Statista. 

Note: Estimated Market value includes services and sales of software and hardware. 
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Big Data are displacing traditional data as a more powerful tool for business planning. Insights into 
consumer behavior can help develop sales and marketing strategies and improve products and services. 
Big Data on production and operations can help raise productivity, cut costs and better manage financial 
and human resources. The following chapter explores the use of Big Data in two different spheres: 
understanding consumers and improving internal operations.
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Consumers today have high bargaining power thanks to their ability 
to continually communicate with each other, conveniently access 
information and choose from a vast range of products and services. 
Their decision-making has therefore become more complex, prompting 
businesses to look for new tools to improve their marketing strategies, 
production and service as well as research and development.  Big Data 
meets this urgent need to understand consumer behavior and forecast 
demand. A company can use this tool to better meet expectations 
and provide a good experience throughout the customer’s journey, 
from first getting to know a brand, to choosing to buy a product, to 
returning for a repeat purchase.  

Figuring out the  
"smart consumer": Big Data 

comes to the rescue

2



Businesses face a big challenge because today’s picky customers have such high expectations. 
Consumers’ shopping decisions have been transformed. The factors that influence the purchase decision 
extend beyond rational considerations to also include social influences, context and mood. Companies have 
to study consumer behavior in depth and in detail, then redesign their business strategies accordingly. EIC 
believes that companies should especially focus on responding to three new trends in young consumer 
behavior:

1) Thai consumers now make a greater effort to choose the best products and services as well as to 
select distinctive, trendsetting ones. EIC’s own survey of Thai consumers found that over 80% are willing 
to pay a premium for their choice of high quality products and services. Compared to older generations, 
Gen Y and Gen Z consumers have a greater preference for distinctive goods and high tech products. This 
trend is driving companies to innovate or adopt new technology to add more value to their products. 
They are improving production planning and designing services tailored to meet demand from customers 
in different age groups. Most importantly, product quality remains a fundamental consideration in all 
customer age groups. 
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Characteristics of products and services that command premium prices 

New-gen shoppers favor distinctiveness, new technology and high quality 6
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Note: Gen Z: below 17 years of age. Gen Y: 17-35.  Gen X:36-50. Baby Boomer: over 50. 
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2.) Thai consumers gather information and shop  
through a variety of channels, especially 
social media. For baby boomers, the most 
influential media are traditional ones like 
television, radio and print. But over 50% of 
younger consumers, especially Gen Y and Gen 
Z, are strongly influenced by social media. 
Compared to Gen X and the baby boomers, 
these consumers shop via more channels, 
both in store and online. Armed with lots of 
information about products and services, these 
younger consumers have a lot of bargaining 
power over businesses. Fortunately, companies 
can more easily keep up to date on market 
needs because consumers increasingly share 
information among themselves.
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New-gen shoppers are influenced by the Internet and 
they shop via multiple channels 

Media exposure prior to purchase Shopping channels

New-gen consumers are immersed in social media and shop via multiple channels 7
Unit: % of respondents in each generation Unit: % of respondents in each generation

Source: EIC analysis based on data from survey conducted by EIC in February 2017 (sample size of 5,701 persons).
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3) Brand loyalty is in decline as consumers chase novelty.  A recent study by Deloitte shows that among 
consumers around the world, brand loyalty has declined from past levels, especially in food & beverage, 
telecommunication and consumer products. This is particularly the case for products and services that are 
easily substitutable, since consumers can choose from such a wide variety of brands when shopping. A 
Nielsen survey found that brand loyalty among Thai consumers is below the levels seen in many countries 
in the region and that loyalty is likely to decline further due to intensifying competition. It is therefore a 
big challenge for businesses to capture consumers in order to sustain sales growth. 

In coping with these new-age Thai consumers, Big Data can be a powerful tool. Used together with 
relevant fundamental information such as demographic structure and household income, Big Data analytics 
on actual consumer behavior enables a company to better understand needs and tendencies. It can use 
the findings to devise business strategies in three dimensions: 1) sales and marketing, 2) production of 
goods and services, and 3) research and development. 
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Index of lack of brand loyalty Lack of brand loyalty in Asia

Thai consumers are surprisingly brand-agnostic 8
Unit: Index Unit: % of survey respondents by age group

Source: EIC analysis based on data from Deloitte 
(2016)

Source: EIC analysis based on data from Nielsen (2014)
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2.1 Big Data in sales and marketing

Analysis of consumer behavior using data from social media platforms and the Internet provides 
a clearer understanding of customer preferences, enabling the development of more effective 
marketing strategies. In the past, consumer behavior analysis primarily used conventional statistical 
data collected from standard sources such as demographic and spending records, while in-depth data 
were gathered from focus-group interviews. But with Big Data, businesses today are encouraged to take 
advantage of new information in the digital world that is beyond the boundaries of a traditional statistical 
framework. Examples of such data include location sharing on social media, entries on search engines, 
interactions on chat platforms, and social media posts. These data reflect real activities in which users 
are engaged, whether it’s building a house or getting married or changing jobs. Processing such data to 
identify linkages and new consumer behavior patterns can provide insights into designing more effective 
sales and marketing strategies, with an aim of increasing sales of goods and services as well as improving 
the customer experience to better ensure brand loyalty. 
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The personalization of marketing enables businesses to offer goods and services that best meet the 
individual preferences of each customer. The most common method, called customized message, uses 
consumer behavior data gathered from search engines and social media platforms to deduce each consumer’s 
preference. Relevant marketing material is then sent to target customers afterwards. A recent study conducted 
by Teradata, a data analytics and marketing firm found that more than 80% of 1,500 surveyed marketing and 
communications executives worldwide think personalization is the future of the business and want stores to pay 
more attention to customer-specific needs.  Amazon’s product recommendation engine is one of the cornerstones 
of its epochal success. Using a large pool of consumer behavior data, the function performs an analysis to identify 
customer groups with similar preferences. This finding is then used to predict the books or other products a 
customer is most likely to want to consider next. With such data, Amazon is able to make suitable suggestions 
for each type of customer, which is one factor that has helped its sales climb by more than 30% per year.  

Businesses can optimize prices by analyzing internal data, competitors’ prices and customer behavior to 
predict each customer’s willingness to pay. Amazon is a leader in price optimization, with an array of dynamic 
pricing rules that track such variables as competitors’ prices, inventory and number of product views. These factors 
are used to calculate customers’ willingness to pay, which is later used to set optimal prices. Amazon offers 
promotional deals that bundle top-selling products together with less popular items. This approach gives sharp 
discounts on top-selling products to draw in customers and profits by setting relatively high prices on less popular 
items that are subject to looser price competition. This model has raised Amazon’s profits by more than 25%.  

With Big Data, businesses can increase sales by classifying consumers into  groups and designing 
sales promotions specifically for each group. Target, the U.S. chain of discount retail stores, integrates 
customer purchase records from loyalty cards and multiple databases on customers’ ethnicity, employment, 
education, income, credit card usage, migration, frequently visited websites, types of magazines read and 
number of cars owned. These data help predict the types of products each customer would demand at 
various stages of life, providing a golden opportunity to design effective marketing and sales schemes. 
For instance, a woman in her 20s during the first week of pregnancy often buys supplements for calcium, 
magnesium and zinc. Target can use this information to identify pregnant women and send them 
discount coupons on other items that are popular among expectant mothers. Later it can promote  
products that mothers tend to use after a birth, such as perfume-free lotion and soap and cotton balls.  

In EIC’s view, the businesses that should prioritize adoption of Big Data are consumer-facing companies 
and those in highly competitive industries.Predicting consumer demand will help these companies raise 
competitiveness. The businesses include clothing shops and food stores. They face fierce competition and 
have a large customer group that is constantly on the lookout for new experiences. Big Data will enable 
these businesses to understand new patterns of behavior in terms of group-specific needs, combinations 
of products that are often bought together, as well as other products and services that each category of 
customer might also want. For example, a restaurant should not only use location data to send ads to 
people in nearby areas, but also tap data from social media and search engines. With Big Data, consumers 
are grouped into highly specific categories, such as consumers who don’t know of the restaurant, customers 
who have searched for the restaurant but haven’t yet visited, customers that have had good impressions of a 
restaurant’s other branches, and customers that have written negative reviews. With the ability to categorize 
consumer groups in such great detail, the restaurant can deliver promotions tailored to each group.  And it 
can reach out to them through their preferred contact medium. 
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2.2 Big Data in product and service development 

Analysis incorporating external data helps 
improve quality control and product standards. 
For example, Coca-Cola had problems in controlling 
the quality of its orange juice in the U.S. because the 
fruit has a short harvest season of only three months 
each year. To improve its harvest predictions, the 
company now uses satellite data on orange grove 
sites, weather forecasts and some 600 flavors that 
have an impact on taste. The company also factors 
in consumer taste preferences in each area using 
data from social media posts and point of sale data 
such as top-selling orange juice mix and number of 
juice bottles sold per transaction at a given store. 
With this information, the company is now able to 
plan production more effectively and maintain a 
consistent quality standard throughout the year. It 
also has information on consumer tastes and the 
right mixes of orange pulp suitable for each location. 

The use of data from social media is transforming the way new products are developed and 
advertized. Coca-Cola placed 40,000 Coca-Cola Freestyle drink mix machines around the U.S. and 
simultaneously launched a mobile application that allows customers to design their own beverages, and 
record and share their favorite flavors on social media. In just over seven years, this machine has helped 
the company track data on over 5 billion drinks, identifying a preference for cold fizzy drinks with lemon 
and cherry flavors. Sprite had not offered this flavor for over 10 years, but the findings persuaded Coca-Cola 
to launch Sprite Cherry and Sprite Cherry Zero at the end of 2016. This case highlights how Big Data can 
pose a threat to traditional marketing methods that simply trial new products among a comparatively 
small group of tasters and reviewers. That conventional approach might not provide an accurate picture 
of real customer preferences or guarantee the success of new products after reaching the market.  

Using real data, analysis of consumer behavior patterns enables businesses to better understand the 
complexities of consumer preferences. For example, Spotify, the music streaming service, recommends 
new songs to its over 100 million diverse users around the world. To provide the right recommendation, 
Spotify analyzes a customer's play lists, artist preferences and favorite music genres, then compares 
them to other customers in nearby locations who have similar preferences or who are closely linked via 
social media. The data are used to analyze customers’ preferences in terms of music genre mix, such as 
pop with tempo changes, pop-rock or pop-reggae, which provides the basis for suggesting new songs 
to other customers. Spotify’s methodology has proven effective, since over 50% of its customers listen 
to the recommended song when using the application. This has helped Spotify win the largest market 
share of paid music-streaming subscribers, at 43% in 2016.

Businesses can utilize Big Data to make improvements and retain target customer groups by identifying 
early warning signs in customer behavior when they start becoming interested in products and 
services from other companies. . This is particularly useful in industries with intense competition, such 
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as telecommunications, where losing subscribers to competitors is a nightmare. A prime example in the 
U.S. market is T-Mobile, which lowered customer attrition by 50% within just three months. It succeeded 
by using Big Data to predict the likelihood of a customer changing service provider extrapolated from 
phone call history, Internet usage, messaging records and number of call failures. With Big Data insights, 
the company offers relevant promotions to each customer to prevent switching. T-Mobile also focuses 
its campaigns on groups of consumers that influence other users. These “influencers” are identified by 
their number of social media friends and followers as well as frequency of shares and responses. This 
information has enabled more efficient budgeting of marketing costs. 

Call center businesses can analyze customer voice and speech to enhance the user experience for 
each group of customer. . A call center is first-level assistance when a customer makes an inquiry, 
reports a problem or asks for information. A business can collect data from the first instance a customer 
makes contact, analyzing his or her tone of voice, speech pattern and problem at hand. This data can be 
combined with information on the customer’s purchase history, occupation, income, address and social 
media activity to make real-time predictions of possible events and problems. This lets call centers be 
prepared in advance and prioritize which phone calls to pick up first. Each customer can be matched with 
a call center staff member with appropriate skills so as to deliver a superior customer experience. A study 
conducted by Mattersight found that pairing call center staff with customers having similar personalities 
can help double the sales of a business. 

Big Data collected from many types of products can be used to forecast product depreciation and 
damage and to improve after-sales service. This is particularly the case for products that require frequent 
maintenance such as cars, electric appliances, electronics and software. Volvo Trucks, for instance, has 
been able to analyze Big Data from devices installed in trucks and cargo trailers used in logistics. With 
over 100 data entry categories such as driving behavior, purpose and equipment conditions, the company 
is able to predict the deterioration rate for each vehicle and spot problems that may incur, enabling the 
company to provide 30-day advance notice. This also allows Volvo service centers to determine the cause 
of a breakdown 70% faster than before. Customers save 25% on their time and money because they don’t 
need to interrupt tasks. 

Health service providers can exploit a wide range of data to improve existing services and create 
add-on services that help customers take better care of themselves and protect against future 
sicknesses. In the U.S., Parkland Hospital and the University of California San Diego Hospital analyze a 
patient’s medical history and EHR (Electronic Health Record) of previous illnesses, treatments, medication 
and side effects along with physical fitness data transferred in real time from a wearable fitness tracker. 
The data are then compared to other patients with similar symptoms in order to provide a suitable 
warning or arrange for an appointment if an existing illness worsens. New illnesses can sometimes 
be predicted. The hospital’s services extend to advising on self-care and medication. This service 
improvement has helped lower the patient readmission rate by 26% and speed up rehabilitation by 30%.  

Adoption of Big Data provides new information that can help a company adjust its business model. 
EIC believes that Big Data will create new revenue channels even if customers are not on site, as seen in 
the automotive and healthcare applications described above. A company can develop IoT to link customer 
data with other databases. Using such data, analysis can be done to raise quality and develop new business 
models that can generate income in the future. For instance, a hospital can adjust its business model 
to become a wellness center by using analysis of real-time data and offering on-demand health advisory 
services via wearable device, since health experts can access a patient’s data instantaneously. 
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2.3 Big Data and R&D

The proliferation of Big Data has changed the face of research and data collection planning, paving the 
way for new data-centric research methodologies. The use of IoT will directly affect the business models 
of almost all industries. According to Gartner, more than 25 billion pieces of equipment will be connected 
to the Internet by 2020. This will lead to enormous usage of data, with IoT efficiently collecting a variety 
of information that was not previously recorded or connected to networks. To improve the quality of their 
products, world-leading companies such as Caterpillar, Rolls Royce Aerospace and Tesla have all invested 
in using sensors to collect data for further analysis against variables on their main, large-scale databases.  

The medical, pharmaceuticals and medical supplies sectors are now leaders in data-driven predictive 
analytics, moving toward treatment based on genetic profile. Previously, medications were dispensed 
on a trial-and-error basis. Doctors would analyze a patient’s symptoms and prescribe drugs accordingly, 
with periodic follow-up to adjust the medication and dosage. Thanks to new medical developments 
in genetics and a better electronic health records system, data scientists are able to forecast more 
accurately the probability of illness based on genetic factors. Personalized medicine, with medications 
developed and prescribed for individual genetic profiles, will also enhance treatment outcomes. 
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Big Data help cater to today's "smart consumer"

In EIC’s view, the sectors most likely to benefit from Big Data are telecommunications, consumer 
products and wholesale and retail trade. This is due to their close contact with customers and fierce 
competition, which requires intensive marketing. These companies need to be able to crack the code 
of consumer behavior. A business that grasps new behavior patterns as they emerge will gain an upper 
hand, and analysis of multiple data sources can help. Indeed, each of these sectors already has a major 
database advantage to build upon, owing to the massive data they are already collecting—as in the case 
of mobile telecom networks—and usage and spending data from their e-commerce platforms.  

Companies in other industries can benefit from Big Data analysis by cooperating with platform 
providers. For example, hotel operators can better understand travelers’ behavior by joining hands with 
accommodation booking platforms. This is crucial today when hotels have to compete on price and offer 
promotions to entice customers in order to maintain market share. Reservations data can be combined 
with social media data, such as travel-related posts and photos of attractions, to give a better picture of 
customer behavior. Similarly, real estate and construction businesses can make use of sales data, including 
price per unit, unit type and design. They can then analyze the data against users’ search history on 
different platforms and websites such as reviews of real estate projects, platforms for locating properties 
that fit customer criteria, the secondary market, etc. Images of locations or buildings posted and shared 
on social media can further enhance the analysis, leading to targeted property developments that meet 
the demands of specific customer groups.

Big Data helps enable virtual 
e xpe r imentat ion  in  p roduc t 
development, especially for chemicals 
and biomedical products. Researchers 
can test out hypotheses about new 
products through use of electronic 
statistical data (e-science). For example, 
a computer program can run a virtual 
test of different molecules’ chemical 
reactions. Big Data can also be 
used to develop machine-generated 
hypotheses, cutting down human 
bias in the selection of variables and 
methodology. Used in conjunction 
with artificial intelligence and virtual 
reality technologies, Big Data analysis 
is poised to transform future research 
and development.
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At a time when methods of data collection and analysis are undergoing rapid change, a business-
as-usual approach to running an enterprise or designing a product may not be sufficient. Big Data is 
re-defining competitive advantage through its ability to help businesses pose new questions about 
consumer behavior. Some of these questions are ones that companies have probably never before 
considered. The data may reveal more about consumers than they know themselves. Nevertheless, 
the road to Big Data is not paved with gold. Challenges range from capturing data to crafting the 
right strategy based on the analysis. The first step is to understand how Big Data can be used to 
better meet consumer demand. The final step depends on how businesses make use of the analysis 
and to what end.

Table comparing benefits of Big Data in different industries

Telecom companies, consumer product makers and wholesale-retail trade are most 
likely to benefit from Big Data 9

Source: EIC analysis
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Research methodology:
1. Each variable is weighted on importance as scored by industry experts.
2. Each variable’s score is calculated on a scale of 1 to 4, with 1 being the worst and 4 being the best.

Key variables to compareEIC’s weightAttributes

Sales and marketing

Product manufacturing 
and service provision

Research and 
development

Data availability

25%
Degree of contact with customers
Degree of competition in sector
Impact of pricing and promotion on sales revenue

Quality of products or services and its impact on customer’s 
purchase decision
Degree of substitutability of product or service 
Importance of after-sale service

Rate of change in product and service trends
Impact of technology and innovation
Level of customer expectations of new products and services

Quantity, variety and speed of data available in each industry

25%

20%

30%

Matrix: Scoring the Big Data payoff, by industry

Smart Consumer Insight
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BOX
Big Data: a bit challenging 
The use of Big Data promises to bring about countless positive changes to many industries, ranging 
from new insights into consumer behavior to gains in operational efficiency. Yet many challenges 
remain. EIC recommends businesses focus on overcoming four key limitations:

1) Cost
Businesses might see the potential of Big Data but are constrained by infrastructure cost. To 
make the most of Big Data, a company needs the appropriate technology. Having ready infrastructure 
is a must, and this spans data storage and processing, sensors and wireless equipment. But data 
storage and processing technology remains expensive, ranging from $100 to $80,000 per  terabyte 
of data. Cloud storage may be the most economical option, but is limited by slow upload speed. 
Massively parallel processing can handle an enormous amount of data in a flash, but is very costly. 
Businesses looking to invest in Big Data have to evaluate the risks by assessing whether the investment 
will be worth the cost in the long run, especially when it might not bear fruit in the short term.  

2) Customer privacy
Businesses conducting analysis of customers’ personal data have to take precautions and find the 
right balance between individuals’ rights and profit-seeking activity. The issue of data protection 
is a perennial one in the digital age, particularly the question of data ownership, pitting users against 
platform owners. This is also the case with Big Data. Although there is not yet any legal protection on 
personal data in Thailand, it is likely to be regulated in the near future, along the lines of, for example, 
the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) currently in effect in the European Union. Data protection 
is, of course, crucial for a business’s reputation. But stricter data privacy means reduced access to data 
that may be useful for businesses.
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3) Human resource squeeze
Big Data is useless without data analysts who can parse the information in a sophisticated manner. 
Companies need to find data experts having a background in science, mathematics and statistics who can 
explain, diagnose, and model the data for effective business tactics and strategy. There is huge demand for these 
analysts today, and the need will continue to rise. IBM projects that by 2020 there will be a need for 2.7 million 
data experts in the U.S., a 12% increase from 2015. A vacancy in this line of work takes on average 45 days to 
fill, higher than for other occupations. This is another challenge facing Thai businesses looking to use Big Data.  

4) Need for practicality and relevance
Having the right technology and infrastructure in place means little if the data don’t yield relevant, 
practical insights. There are still several limitations to insights gained from Big Data analysis. For example, 
if the data used are not actually relevant to the problem at hand, then the findings won't be useful. EIC 
recommends setting a clear objective before choosing relevant data for analysis. This will increase the 
likelihood of gaining targeted insights that can make a difference and raise business value-added.

Data management is the number one concern among Thai businesses, as many still lack an organized 
data storage and quality control system. Without a well-managed data system, a company will find 
it difficult to digitally link up data for analysis. This issue is especially big in the manufacturing sector 
due to the complex layers of data within the supply chain, unlike in the service sector. Among service 
businesses, many are deterred by concern about investment cost because they believe that the returns 
will not cover the cost in the short run.

Level of concern among Thai businesses

Lack of effective data management is an obstacle for many Thai businesses 10

Source: EIC analysis based on interviews with 62 top Thai companies in September 2017.
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Leading companies around the world are deploying Big 
Data as a key tool for organizational management in 
areas like reducing costs, improving productivity and 
developing human resources. In these applications, Big 
Data can, if used appropriately, help Thai companies 
greatly strengthen their sustainability. 

The "smart company": 
solving big problems 

with Big Data

3



Today’s fierce competition means local businesses are facing challenges in multiple arenas that 
could hinder their long-term growth. EIC's in-depth analysis has identified three main challenges that 
Thai firms are now grappling with: costs, labor productivity and human resources. 

1) Cost and liquidity pressures rise Thai firms’ ratio of operating cost to revenue has been on the 
rise, increasing from 7% in 2012 to 9% in 2016. One reason might be the higher average cost of labor, 
which has escalated by 6% per year during that period. And higher competition in many industries has 
prompted Thai firms in to spend more on marketing, resulting in thinner profits, with minimal growth 
during the past three to four years. If costs cannot be contained, the growth prospects of Thai firms 
will suffer in the long run. 

Liquidity management presents another challenge to Thai firms.  Efficient management of cash flow 
plays an important role in a company’s success, by ensuring smooth business operations. Any break in 
liquidity can put a business at risk, halting many of its operations. Financial data on Thai firms show 
that liquidity in the private sector has, unfortunately, become rather strained during the past three 
years. Worse yet, it has come under still greater pressure because the cash conversion cycle has been 
significantly prolonged, with businesses holding inventories longer. At the same time, the period of debt 
payment (i.e., the payables conversion period) has shrunk. As a result, businesses require higher cash 
flow to carry on their operations. The longer cash cycle is associated with a greater burden in interest 
payments and financing costs. 
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Ratio of operating cost to income Ratio of net profit to income 

Thai firms’ rising cost-to-income ratio and falling profits 11

Source: EIC analysis based on data from Ministry of Commerce and Enlite.
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2) Productivity declines The productivity of Thai firms has been in decline during the past five years, particularly 
in terms of labor productivity. The decline is caused in part by the country’s increasingly severe shortage 
of labor, particularly in general labor and skilled labor. One factor behind shortages is the overall shrinkage 
of the workforce as Thailand’s population ages.  Another important factor is the declining quality of labor, 
as Thai workers today lack technolgy-related skills. Given their lack of appropriate technological knowledge, 
Thai workers are becoming less competitive and relevant in today’s changing business environment, which 
is evolving in line with the advance of technology. In a global ranking on labor productivity by International 
Labor Organization in 2016, Thailand ranked 99th out of 188 countries surveyed. 
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Cash cycle

Thai labour productivity index
 

Debt-to-income ratio

Output per worker in 2017

Thai firms report longer cash conversion cycle, shorter payables period

Thailand’s declining labor productivity 
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Source: EIC analysis based on data from Ministry of Commerce

Source: EIC analysis based on data from Office of Industrial Economics and International Labor Organization. 
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Moreover, capital productivity is a chronic problem in Thailand’s manufacturing sector. One main culprit is 
a heavy reliance on foreign technologies, since the majority of Thai manufacturers are simply original equipment 
manufacturers (OEMs). As a result, their own technological development is somewhat limited, holding back these 
firms from creating value relevant to today’s increasingly sophisticated business environment. One telling indicator 
is Thailand’s spending on research and development, which currently accounts for only 1% of GDP. By contrast 
Japan and South Korea spend 3-4% of GDP on R&D. Thailand’s meager spending on research is a deep-rooted, 
far-reaching problem that will hinder the local manufacturing sector’s future growth and competitiveness. 

3) Human resources fall short A study by Aon Hewitt, a leading human resources consultancy, found that 
Thailand’s employment turnover rate is a high 13% per year. Young employees are the group with the highest 
turnover rate, at 15%. This indicates that Thai firms face rising HR risks in the near future. If high turnover persists, 
it will certainly impact overall work efficiency. Worse yet, it will incur higher costs from the need to recruit new 
staff and pay more overtime due to staff shortages. A research report by Deloitte shows that the cost of staff 
turnover is 1.5 to 2 times as expensive as costs needed to retain staff. 

Another concern is Thai workers’ growing preference for self-employment. We found that salaried employees 
in all age groups want to switch to self-employment, a trend that may lead to labor shortages in the future 
EIC’s own recent survey of more than 10,000 respondents found that 80% of salaried employees are interested 
to switch to freelancing and self-employment in the next five years, since this type of work affords greater 
freedom and flexibility in time management. As far as firms are concerned, this new trend and lifestyle choice 
will inevitably affect the efficiency of human resource management. 

To address their growing problems around costs, productivity and human resources, Thai companies need 
to substantially improve their organizational management. Fortunately, Big Data can serve as an important 
tool in strengthening corporate sustainability even in the midst of the challenges of the digital age.
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Are you interested in switching to freelance or  
self-employment in the next five years? 

What factors influence your wish to change to 
self-employment?

Young employees are keen to go freelance 14

Source: EIC analysis based on data from EIC survey in August 2017 (10,828 respondents).

Unit: % of survey respondents by age group Unit: % of survey respondents by age group
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3.1 Big Data and cash flow management

Big Data analytics can play a major part in the cash flow cycle. The first step is to introduce technology 
into a firm’s financial system The company should develop an electronic system that facilitates efficient 
financial management. An electronic system will save costs and provide real-time information rather than 
day-end or month-end. The Thai government and commercial banks are now encouraging the adoption 
of online financial transactions. Private firms should take advantage of this concerted effort to migrate 
transactions online.  

A company can apply Big Data to its transaction history in order to improve liquidity and save cost.  
While credit sales can help boost revenues, they do involve risk of non-payment.  Debtor analysis can 
help the company to prioritize, classify and forecast bad debt. Big Data can also help analyze the discount 
rate between cash purchase and credit purchase given by the trade partner. In analyzing the big picture 
of these transactions, business operators can stay abreast of their current liquidity situation and better 
plan their future operations. 

An initiative by Toyota shows that Big Data can be used to tailor-make solutions for debtors.  During 
the economic recession of 2008, Toyota’s U.S. operations experienced a liquidity crisis in sales of cars on 
credit, one of its major businesses. In 2009, its number of debtors that fell behind on payments by more 
than 60 days soared to a record high of 25% of accounts, or a daily increase of 100,000 debtors. Then 
Toyota collaborated with Experian, a credit information consultancy, and FICO, a credit scoring specialist, 
to introduce Big Data in solving the problem, helping the company better understand each debtor’s risk 
profile. For example, for some customers, the debt default was only temporary or was caused by an 
unexpected life incident. Big Data provides excellent predictive analytics to tailor a solution for each specific 
debtor. Thanks to Big Data, Toyota managed to help 10,000 customers avoid delinquency. This successful 
outcome won the company the FICO Decision Management Award in 2015. 
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Companies can apply Big Data to cost saving, from operations planning to scenario projection A prime 
example is Vodaphone, one of Europe’s major cell phone network operators. The company aggregated 
data on phone use and shopping behavior in each location in order to plan its expansion of 4G network 
coverage. Predictive analytics helped the firm install its costly communication mast towers in places with 
the highest expected number of users and thus the highest source of revenues. This helped the company 
cut operating costs by 10% while keeping growth on track. 

Big Data can help revamp back-office operations to significantly reduce costs. Considering the many 
success stories around the world, Thai firms should move toward incorporating Big Data in more processes 
in order to eliminate bottlenecks, e.g., in equipment maintenance forecasting, inventory management and 
route planning. If integrated in a smooth manner, these proactive strategies will help a firm minimize overall 
operating costs. For example, Caterpillar, the construction and transport equipment maker, found that clients 
were struggling with dirty, inefficient ships, incurring a major opportunity cost and a huge maintenance cost 
of over $5 million per year. So the company drew upon data from boat sensors that recorded oil use and 
other information, helping size up potential solutions. This showed that more frequent engine clean-ups were 
needed, and so Caterpillar shorted the schedule to every 6.2 months, from every 2 years before. Although 
cleaning might seem minor, this shift helped Caterpillar's clients save $400,000 per boat per year on average. 

A case study on UPS, the courier service, shows that the more sources of data a firm is connected 
to, the more costs it can save. In the past, UPS only employed basic data on transportation routes, 
types and sizes of products in determining the type of carrier, placement and specific route required. This 
conventional method enabled the company to save approximately 3 million gallons of gasoline per year. 
But starting in 2013, UPS deployed a new system it called ORION (On-Road Integrated Optimization and 
Navigation), which mobilizes data from a greater variety of sources, e.g., engine operating data, GPS data 
and various sensor data. In combining and analyzing multiple sets of data, UPS can accurately select the 
optimal route for each product shipment. Thanks to Big Data analytics, the firm now saves 10 million 
gallons of gasoline per year, or a threefold increase from the old method. 
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Maps MapsProduct size Product size machine

UPS used Big Data to triple its savings on gasoline 15

Source: EIC analysis based on data from Bloomberg and UPS

But more data is not always better. The key is to record only the types of data appropriate for 
operations. Otherwise, Big Data can become a costly burden in itself. A company should simply take 
advantage of data sets that can be easily analyzed and used for real purposes. For example, RFID data can 
be used for both inventory management and cargo transport. 

EIC believes that businesses can use real-time data for multiple purposes in prediction and forecasting. 
For example, we can use weather data and sensors embedded in vehicles to forecast the period during 
which a breakdown is most likely to occur. With this valuable information, a company can effectively plan 
its maintenance schedule. A company can draw upon its real-time transaction data, inventory data, and 
cash-to-credit ratio data in order to prepare a preliminary projection of revenues, profits and cash flow. This 
kind of proactive, data-led approach can help a company better manage its cash flow to sustain growth. 
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3.2 Big Data for productivity

The rise of the “smart factory” allows a company to capture a larger amount of data that helps 
raise productivity. Manufacturing industries today are moving toward a fourth industrial revolution 
in which digital technology and the Internet play a transformative role. In the future, all details of 
production processes, from upstream to downstream, will be interconnected. Comprehensive data 
will be transmitted through wireless networks to make each factory operation “smart.”  This will 
let a company better manage its resources in the factory and improve production line efficiency. 

Insights from Big Data analytics covering every little detail of production processes will 
enable manufacturers to focus on the right areas to improve efficiency, while reducing 
losses and saving resources. Production line problems can damage goods and delay deliveries 
when conventional data tools fail to respond quickly. Legacy systems take time to investigate the 
causes of a problem. Big Data collects and analyzes input from sensors to identify abnormalities 
in real time. This allows a company to quickly spot production problems and find solutions. 

Intel discovered that Big Data can speed up fixing problems by a factor of 480. Intel had long 
faced difficulties in semiconductor production, requiring lots of time and money to resolve.  Making 
semiconductors involves complex processes and utmost precision. Intel’s engineers revamped its production 
technology by installing more than 5 billion sensors in the factory and connecting them to systems 
that collect and report data. This lets huge volumes of real-time data be used for advanced analytics. 
Engineers can now prioritize whatever problems arise in the production line, reducing the resolution 
time from 4 hours to just 30 seconds.  The system trims production time by 160 hours per quarter.   

Service businesses, too, can utilize Big Data. Sprint, a U.S. mobile phone network, analyzed 
Big Data on user behavior including call duration and location, Internet use and user 
movements. The data were analyzed in order to plan an optimal network structure. This 
helped the company increase network capacity by 90 percent for the same amount of budget.  

EIC advises manufacturers to start applying Big Data analytics in the production lines where problems 
have been identified and are most urgently in need of solution. In practice, transforming a conventional 
factory into a smart factory involves high costs. A company can start by installing monitoring systems 
first in the machines or devices most prone to errors. Next, the company can expand by recording data 
throughout the key processes—inputs, processing and outputs—until the result is satisfactory or more 
budget is available. The installation can gradually be expanded to other sites and operations. As for data 
analytics, a firm can begin by employing basic analytical tools such as cloud-based services, which could 
be sufficient for basic data that are not too complex.      
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3.3 Big Data and human resource management

Big Data has revolutionized choosing the right job candidate. A company can utilize information 
from various sources such as social media, demographic data, government data, online tests 
and data on current employees. All of these can be analyzed in order to find the right person 
for each job, and who is most apt to stay with the organization for a long time. This method is 
probably more effective than selecting a candidate solely from a resume or by instinct via interview. 

Google has succeeded in hiring qualified personnel by utilizing a huge volume of data in the 
decision-making process.  Google believes that grades or educational background don’t fully guarantee 
on-the-job success. Thus the company uses various data linkages from both online and corporate data in 
conjunction with intense interviews in order to screen for the right person that has the highest potential 
to succeed. These Big Data analytics helped Google discover that an appropriate job interview process 
should not take more than four rounds. Now Google can find the right person in a shorter period of 
time, even though it receives more than 2 million applications per year. Google also benefits by getting 
personnel with high performance that can generate income for the company as high as $1 million per year. 

More importantly, Big Data can become an important piece in the jigsaw puzzle of factors that 
retain people at an organization. In the past, companies often strategically increased salaries or offered 
job promotions just to keep staff on board. But Big Data enables firms to know their people better and 
take the most appropriate action. For instance, Nielson, the market research firm, uses over 150 pieces 
of information about their employees such as age, commuting time to work, data on social media and 
holiday lifestyle to analyze the risk  that an employee might resign and the determining factors. Nielson 
found that job mobility is as important as job promotions. Thus, it developed solutions such as a “Ready 
to Rotate” program to cater the needs of the new generation. It held discussions with risk groups to 
find solutions together. These approaches increased the retention rate by 48%.    
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Examples of Big Data in selecting and retaining employees 

Big Data plays key role in picking and keeping the right employees 16

Source: EIC Analysis

However, using technology in human resources requires buy-in by everyone involved. EIC observes that 
the use of Big Data in human resources  takes more effort than in other applications. The company will 
need to change the mindset of management and the HR department to trust data more than their own 
instincts. It also requires shifting toward electronic storage of employees’ resumes and job descriptions. 
And it involves enlisting coordination among system developers, the data analytics department and HR 
department in order to find ways to manage people appropriately.  



Which industries can best utilize Big Data?

EIC has determined that the telecommunications industry is likely to benefit most from the use of 
Big Data in organizational management. This is because the industry already has extensive databases 
and complete information on subscriber behavior. At the same time, telecoms operators face higher 
costs than other industries due to the need to spend continually on network expansion and new licenses. 
Telecoms companies also require knowledgeable and specialized personnel. Thus, it is crucial for these firms 
to make good use of a huge amount of data to manage cash flows, increase productivity and manage 
human resources to achieve top performance.   

Most other industries, too, cannot afford to overlook Big Data. They should use it strategically, 
according to the right place and application, while taking into account the tradeoff between cost 
and benefit. For example, a construction  company might employ Big Data with an initial goal to reduce 
costs. Businesses in this industry do not have high margins, and most of their costs depend on supplies 
such as steels that have volatile prices. Meanwhile, automotive companies may need to use Big Data mostly 
to boost production efficiency in order to increase their global competitiveness. Along these lines, Big 
Data analytics can help prevent Thailand’s existing production bases from being shifted to other countries. 
Hospitals can use Big Data to select employees, since their services require highly specialized personnel. 
Using Big Data to build a more solid business foundation will help strengthen a company in the long run. 
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Comparing Big Data benefits gained by each industry 

Telecoms operators should use Big Data in organizational management 17

Source: EIC Analysis



In short, Big Data is a technology that meets business needs and improves   efficiency. The first 
movers using Big Data are likely to gain a competitive edge and capture opportunities. But each 
company still needs to consider the specific challenges in areas such as cost, the analytics process 
itself, and data storage issues, to ensure that it reaps the full benefits. 

Matrix: Four key factors help EIC forecast Big Data’s potential gains for each 
industry 

Research methodology:
1. Each variable is weighted on importance as scored by industry experts.
2. Each variable’s score is calculated on a scale of 1 to 4, with 1 being worst and 4 the best.
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BOX
SMEs go large with Big Data 



Big Data’s obstacle for the small or 
medium-size enterprise is cost. SMEs 
are also challenged by the Big Data 
talent shortage since hiring an expert or 
creating an analytic team within a small 
business can be difficult. So how can 
SMEs harness Big Data to strengthen 
and sustain their growth? 

To deal with financial constraints, 
an SME can start by utilizing open-
source Big Data tools to identify the 
characteristics and behavior of its 
target market. SMEs do not always 
have to pay for expensive data analytics 
and data acquisition software. If a 
company  already owns its own website 
or runs an e-commerce business, it can 
register for useful online tools like Google 
Analytics (GA) to get started on collecting 
and analyzing Big Data. GA provides 
information about numbers and behavior 
of online customers and website visitors.

GA also offers many other useful features. 
For example, it documents various 
characteristics of website visitors, e.g., gender, age, location, whether they are newcomers or returning 
visitors, as well as their behavior—web access channel, length of online visit time, and the number and 
sequence of web pages browsed.. An SME can learn from this heap of data if its online visitors are indeed 
its target customers. Alternatively, a company can gauge the characteristics of its potential target market 
in order to set the right market strategy for each consumer group in terms of pricing, brand positioning 
and store location.

E-commerce SMEs can use Big Data to improve the customer experience and increase sales volume.  
In addition to collecting sales data, GA provides a more in-depth analysis, like identifying bundles of 
products customers usually buy together. This information can help in developing a sales promotion 
strategy. To help improve the purchasing process, GA identifies the specific web page where customers 
tend to abandon their shopping carts and leave the website. If that page turns out to be, for example, 
the billing information, then simplifying the process or offering additional payment options—such as 
bank transfer, credit card or payment on delivery—might help. Or if customers leave the website at the 
order confirmation page, the vendor should figure out why.  Perhaps it would help to display additional 
images and price of each selected item as well as total spending. These kinds of improvements can help 
a business raise its volume of sales over the long term. 

Any SME having a Facebook Page can tap the Big Data analytic tools called  Facebook Insights.
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Every company website should include a search box, which can help  discover contents that would 
increase customer satisfaction. Neglecting a seemingly minor detail like a search box can handicap a 
business. Big Data from a search box reveal what visitors are looking for, whether the search words change, 
and whether visitors continue browsing or instead leave a website after changing search words. SMEs 
can learn what customers really want from visiting the website, which web pages require improvements, 
and what specific contents should be added to attract visitors and customers.

For manufacturing SMEs, Big Data can also improve product quality, production, worker efficiency 
and the supply chain system. A company  can utilize information gathered from production line sensors 
to spot and fix the most common defects instead of discarding faulty products after they are made. 
And the firm can assess worker efficiency at every stage of production. After identifying the most and 
least productive platforms and the most effective time and duration for production, a company can 
enhance work efficiency by controlling the number of workers for each production shift and specifying an 
appropriate break time. Big Data can also help reduce transportation and inventory costs by forecasting 
demand and supporting inventory management throughout the supply chain.

Some SMEs in Thailand are already engaging with Big Data. One software and IT security company 
in Thailand has already used Big Data to gain  insights from clients who follow technology news and 
search for the company's product information. By developing a better understanding of these clients, 
the company reduced its customer acquisition cost by more than 35%. A company that makes aseptic 
fluid has applied Big Data to reduce production losses, develop supply-chain strategies and create its own 
“lean operations management.” This cut production costs by more than 10%.

SMEs can explore the use of BDaaS (Big Data as a service), which is data processing and analytics 
provided via cloud-based services. A major challenge in Big Data is the massive scale of data, which 
is beyond the processing capability of commonly used software tools and hardware. More than 2.5 
billion gigabytes of data are created around the world every day. A large SME might have to handle 
terabytes or even petabytes of data. It often makes sense, therefore, for an SME to deploy BDaaS, which 
significantly saves costs on infrastructure, technology, and data management. Tapping BDaaS means 
the client does not have to invest in large-scale servers for data analytics, hardware for data storage 
maintenance, and a data security system. The SME only has to pay service charges, billed by  package 
or volume usage. Moreover, the SME can conveniently access this Big Data anywhere, anytime, which 
supports real-time decision-making. 

"It’s time for SMEs to go big 
with Big Data"
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Epilogue: Big Data all in one



EIC expects that companies involved in wholesale & retail trade, transportation & logistics, and 
telecommunication & media are likely to make heavy use of Big Data because they already have 
data available to be used and it offers substantial benefits. EIC’s analysis employed a number of key 
variables on readiness of Big Data at the sector level; potential benefits from Big Data in coping with the smart 
consumer or in becoming smart company; as well as the average time needed to get started with this tool. 

We find that the wholesale & retail, transport & logistics, and telecommunication & media sectors are likelier 
than other sectors to benefit  from Big Data. This is due to their close contact with customers; fast rate of 
data generation (such as for online sales); GPS data from both voice and data cellphone services; and so on. 
These data show great potential in multiple dimensions, especially for sales and marketing strategies and 
development of products and services tailored to target customer groups. Manufacturing businesses will need 
more time to get ready to use Big Data, partly because of the high cost. For instance, a company would 
need to invest in installing sensors on the production line to raise productivity and save operating costs. 

EIC recommends that a company build an internal digital database and also utilize external data in 
business decision-making processes. Digitization of internal data involves generating real-time data from 
a company’s own website, social media page and call center system as well as from sensors installed in 
the factory. High potential sectors like wholesale & retail can start by seeking new sales channels through 
online platforms and offering loyalty cards in order to gain more insights about each customer. Businesses 
in transportation & logistics can install GPS, RFID or sensors in warehouses in order to increase efficiency of 
transport and inventory management. Moreover, external data can be useful in data analytics, such as social 
media data and data on competitors as well as comments and reviews among a target customer group. 
Such information can help predict business trends and give a company an edge. 

Outlook of Big Data analytics for business purposes, by sector

Wholesale & retail trade, transport & logistics, and telecommunication & media 
will be first sectors to tap Big Data 18

Source: EIC Analysis

Note: Size of bubble shows size, diversity and velocity of Big Data in each industry.
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Big Data applications are not always successful because they depend on how you set objectives, ask 
questions, select data and perform the analysis. Businesses should keep in mind that Big Data is only one 
of the many tools available to raise competitiveness. A company with Big Data in hand has an advantage over 
one that doesn’t. But it depends on how the data are analyzed and applied in order to make a difference 
in business results. The company  should be selective about which data are appropriate for each analysis 
and employ sound analytical frameworks and tools. This will make it possible to achieve the objectives set 
at the beginning. 

Big Data analytics cannot guarantee success if a company is not well informed about the industry 
landscape or is falling behind trends. Sears Department Store of the U.S., known for home appliances, has 
adopted over 100 million Big Data to forecast potential problems with their products. In order to preempt 
a breakdown, the company sends a technician to do maintenance and increase customer satisfaction. But 
the company has been too slow in adopting e-commerce, which is reshaping retail. Their revenue fell to 
$2.2. billion in 2016, down from $40 billion in 2012. Sears has closed more than 570 branches, leaving 1,500.

A business must adjust its mindset to be more data-driven, with humans still playing the key role of 
implementing the findings of analytics. A company might have a wealth of professional expertise that it 
uses to make decisions, but it should use data to reduce personal bias, cope with the new consumer trend, 
and keep up with the changing business environment. Although automation is increasingly dominant in Big 
Data analytics, humans are needed to understand emotions and common sense, where artificial intelligence 
falters. Humans are the drivers of all Big Data analytics because we make the assumptions, consider various 
factors, test the solutions and finally use the findings to take action.  
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